
 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

  

Hull City Council is working in 

partnership with the 

Dollywood Foundation  

 

Goodnight Digger is a story 

about a little boy who says 

goodnight to all of his toys.  

I wonder which toy is his 

favourite…… 

 

 

Role Play; re-enacting a story is a brilliant way 

bringing a story ‘to life’.  The repetition in this 

book makes it really easy for young children to 

do this.  Encourage your child to say 

‘goodnight’ to some of their toys before they 

go to bed.  

Your chid can make marks with lots of different 

tools including the wheels and tracks of toy 

vehicles such as cars, trucks and trains.  

Squeeze some ready mix paint on a tray, plate or 

wipe able surface.  

Let them roll their cars in the paint and see what 

patterns they can make on a piece of paper.  

 



 

 

Goodnight dump truck, goodnight train  

Good night bus but even bigger,  

Let’s all say goodnight to digger.  

Goodnight fire truck, goodnight plane  

Goodnight dump truck, goodnight train.  

Goodnight chopper, goodnight van,  

Goodnight tractor, goodnight tram,  

Good night boat but even bigger,  

Let’s all say goodnight to digger.  

Goodnight chopper, goodnight van,  

Goodnight tractor, goodnight tram.  

 

Firetruck, chopper, van and plane,  

   Dump truck, tractor, tram and train,  

Trucks and rockets, trailers, cars,  

Bus and boat and moon and stars,   

Goodnight all and even bigger,  

Let’s all say goodnight to digger.  

 

 Sing the words to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little 
Star.  

Sing gently, like a lullaby. Now sing in your loud voices. 

Which version is more suitable for bedtime? Now try 

this:  

Find some household items to make twinkling noises.. Try shaking your keys gently 

or tapping some cutlery together. Talk about the different sounds that you can 

hear. 

Join Gloria at https://youtu.be/PXNuIrk2JF4  

 

 

https://youtu.be/PXNuIrk2JF4


These are photographs of vehicles that you would find at the 

Street Life Museum.  Can you name them all and perhaps say 

‘Goodnight’? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


